Survey of India (SOI), the national survey and mapping organization of India under the Ministry of Science & Technology, Government of India, has "Authorized Map Sale (AMS) Agents" in various cities and intends to further extend the network of AMS Agents by hiring the services of reputed book stores / stationery shops in the urban areas of INDIA.

Book stores / Stationery shops, which will be short listed for this purpose, will thereafter called as "AMS Agents" and their full contact information will also published on SOI website (which means worldwide publicity free of cost).

Interested owners of book stores / stationery shops may apply on the letterhead of their shop / firm mentioning their Name, Mobile, E-mail ID, Website (if any) addressing "The Surveyor General of India, Survey of India, Hathibarkala Estate, Dehradun (Uttarakhand), PIN – 248 001" alongwith the copies of their Income Tax & VAT returns of last three years, PAN Card and Voter ID.

-: TERMS & CONDITIONS* :-

(1) Only reputed firms will be considered for AMS agents (Not any individual person).

(2) AMS agents will be entitled to get handsome commission only on the printed sale price of the SOI products, published under "Unrestricted" classification.

(3) Commission is only applicable for AMS agents, when one article is procured in multiple quantities, not when multiple articles are procured in single quantity.

(4) Except commission no other financial assistance will be given to AMS agents, as much as you promote the sale of SOI maps, the more you will earn during a FY.

(5) Maps will be sold only at the prescribed price printed there on.

(6) VAT / ST & its surcharge etc will be charged extra on billing amount as applicable from all AMS agents.

(7) SOI will not be responsible for any loss or damage of consignment during transit.

* These T&C are just indicative, detailed T&C alongwith MoU will be informed/signed in later stage.
To

The Surveyor General of India
Survey of India
Hathibarkala Estate,
Dehradun (Uttarakhand) – 248 001

Sub.: Application for appointment as “Authorized Map Sale (AMS) Agents"

Sir

My shop / firm is functional/established since year ________, we are already authorized to sale the products of following Govt agencies -

(1) ________________
(2) ________________
(3) ________________
(4) ________________

Certificate(s) as evidence is/are also enclosed for your kind perusal, please.

Further, I would also like to register my shop / firm with SOI to become Authorized Map Sale (AMS) agent.

Please find also enclosed photo copies of Income Tax & VAT returns of last three years, along with PAN Card and Voter ID for your kind consideration.

Hope to hear soon from your end.

(Signature with stamp)

Name(s) of the Proprietor/Partner(s) :
Mobile No. (mandatory) :
Email ID (mandatory) :